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OPEN BLOCKS

Description:
U-shaped volumes extend along lot boundaries
4-6 storeys (may be higher in exceptional cases)

Plot coverage

30-65%

Distance b. buildings

30 m

Wing depth

10-20 m

Number of storeys

4

5

6

Floorspace density

1.8

2.2

2.6

Flat/hectares

160

200

240

Separate volumes encircle a shared open space (courtyard), with
qualitative differences between interior (open space) and exterior
(street).
Variation of lower-density block: assets such as orientation towards the streetscape and tranquil internal zones are preserved.
This type allows for mixing, flexibility and various organisational
models for internal areas. The open side should face the most
favourable direction; harmony between building height and courtyard size must be ensured as well.
Access type:
Preferred orientation:
Ground-floor level suitable
for non-residential use:
Suitability for flat variety:
Suitability for priv. open
spaces:
Privacy (invisible f. outside):

landing access, covered walkways
n.a

Lot size:
Lot width:
Lot depth:

0.5-2.5 hectares
approx. 75 m
approx. 70 m

Public open spaces:
Open space quality:

connected
good

Parking spaces:

underground garage(s)

partly
yes
yes
good
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Oberlaa (1100 Wien, Kurt-Tichy-Gasse 1+3+5)

In short
Three four-storey courtyard buildings open towards the east to face a large green expanse. The design of the interior courtyards is strongly influenced by the topography of
the site, reflecting the inclination of the slope. Wide “lanes” between the individual
courtyard buildings provide access and cross-vistas of the central green zone – the
“park”. The development finds its mirror image towards the east, across the green expanse.
Situation within the city
On the southern slope of Laaer Berg Hill, east of Oberlaaer Strasse, in Vienna’s 10th municipal district. Tram and bus stops are situated at a distance of approx. 200 m; cars
enter the underground garage of the complex from Kurt-Tichy-Gasse. Social infrastructure (kindergarten), a supermarket and a range of shops can be found to the south at a
distance of 150-350 m on Oberlaaer Strasse.
Location assets
Directly adjoining a large green area (protected zone “Wald- und Wiesengürtel”).
Prerequisites of success
The theme of the “green” courtyard building was varied by six different architectural
studios on the basis of a unified underlying structure. The complex presents high quality
of living overall.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Exclusively residential. Depending on their position in the buildings, the 280 flats face
different directions. The individual buildings are strongly oriented towards their interior
courtyards. The well-shielded greened courtyards and varied design options chosen for
the perimeter buildings safeguard high quality of living. No flexibility of use is provided.
Availability and quality of open spaces
All flats have their private open space in the form of resident gardens (on the ground
floor), loggias or terraces. Every courtyard moreover boasts its own playground as well
as the necessary infrastructure amenities to ensure independence of each block. The
flats are mostly accessed via courtyard, with good sunlight incidence for the open
spaces.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The interior courtyards are communication zones that boost a sense of neighbourship.
Communal areas can be found at ground-floor level.
Quality of urban space
Car traffic is limited to the periphery of the residential complex. The development is permeable for visitors due to the wide “lanes”; however, the ground-floor zone accommodates no facilities or amenities of interest for the surrounding neighbourhood.
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Oberlaa (1100 Wien, Kurt-Tichy-Gasse 1+3+5)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.58
2.20

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.92
42

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

15-16
SP, LG, MG
wide
4
3.7

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

34,255
98
2
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

1.33
1.56

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

25,645
280
70-124
92
127
109
280
23
63
14

rented/owner-occupied
545

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

12,840
3
61
26
10
0
0
low
190
TG

Year of completion
Planners
Developers

2005/06
Schindler-Szedenik,Herrmann &
Valentiny, Cufer
EBG, Wiener Heim Volksbau, Mischek
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Quartier Vauban (Freiburg, Gerda-Weiler-Strasse)

In brief
Quartier Vauban takes the form of a multi-storey, space-defining row development composed of eight residential buildings of varying length. A one-storey row along the main
street is destined for mixed use. Urban character is created through highly individual
design (materials, colours) while complying with urbanistic principles (type and scope of
use, building heights, private green spaces, street orientation).
Situation within the city
Quartier Vauban is situated at the southern periphery of Freiburg im Breisgau, at 3 km
from the historic city centre. A tram stop is located close by; a car sharing point and
shops for basic and extended supply can be found along the main thoroughfares at 500
m or less. Short distances to social infrastructure facilities (crèche close by).
Location assets
The western and eastern sides of the development are delimited by a park, while the
south faces a green corridor along a brook. Due to excellent public transport connections, Quartier Vauban is the settlement with the lowest number of cars in Freiburg (85
cars/1,000 inhabitants as compared to 450 cars/1,000 inhabitants for the city as a
whole).
Prerequisites of success
Extensive citizen participation due to the independent Forum Vauban, which – supported by the city administration – monitored the planning process and continues its social engagement even after project completion. A catalogue of measures for a
“social-ecological model quarter Vauban” was developed together with the Forum. The
“Vauban mobility pact” led to the introduction of a new tram line to serve the development as well as to a “car-free living” model. Quartier Vauban is based on the building
group principle: an association of private clients for the affordable implementation of individual housing qualities (no outside project developers).
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Flats extend across the entire building depth and mostly face east/west. Both buildings
and open spaces embody an urban character. The one-storey row on the main street allows for flexibility of use.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The open spaces are enhanced by extensive greening, a trough infiltration trench system for rainwater and close interaction with the adjacent landscape. The public
streetscape is attractive and pleasant to linger in due to traffic calming. No areas were
specifically designated for young people.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
This section of Quartier Vauban does not present communal facilities, although they can
be found just a short walk away. Neighbourship is fostered by the fact that the building
group as a socially integrating and stabilising body continues its civic commitment
through social and cultural networks even after project completion.
Quality of urban space
The arcaded buildings facing the main street and the adjoining quarters with tranquil
residential streets and front gardens present outstanding spatial qualities.
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Quartier Vauban (Freiburg, Gerd- Weiler-Strasse)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.,00
1.48

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.58
39

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

11-14.5
SP, RH, LG
medium
1-4
3.8

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

21,750
97
0
3

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

1.09
1.47

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

14,700
210
70
142
105

Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

-

Housing tenure rented/owner-occupied
Non residential use, sq m

-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

6,700
0
52
48
0
2.550
0
medium
multi-car park

2009
PIA
City of Freiburg
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Drotárska ul., Martinengova (Bratislava, Drotárska cesta – Martinengova ul.)

In brief
This residential complex from the 1990s is composed of four five- to eight-storey buildings arranged around a greened courtyard with inner access road.
Situation within the city
Drotárska Martinengova is situated in an urban forest zone of Bratislava in a tranquil position at only 3 km from the city centre. Despite this, the complex is difficult to reach by
public transport: a local bus (distance: 200 m) takes passengers only to the train station; the nearest trolleybus stop is over 700 m away. In this area, easy mobility definitely requires car use. The settlement and its walkable environs feature only the
minimum social infrastructure and supply amenities stipulated by law (kindergarten,
school, grocery). More infrastructure is obviously available in the city centre but difficult
to reach by public transport.
Location assets
The complex is surrounded by the green zone of the “city forest” and close to the city
centre. Panoramic landscape view.
Prerequisites of success
This estate type was one of the first projects constructed after 1989. The simple grey
façades and quality of the flats recall prefab developments of the Socialist era. The window frames and balcony parapets are, however, painted in vivid colours. The building
design reflects the topography of the site.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Practically all flats face east/west and are well-lit due to excellent sunlight incidence.
West-facing flats enjoy a view of the “city forest”.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The relatively dense development encircles an open space on the inside. At the moment, outside areas can be used to a limited extent only, since the facilities are in need
of renovation and the open space also serves for the access road. About half of the
large courtyard formed between the four buildings is taken up by the access road and
car parking slots. The remaining green space could potentially accommodate various
forms of common use by residents.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
A sense of neighbourship is fostered by the fact that two flats are accessed per entrance and storey, which keeps the number of residents per building entrance low. Communal amenities and facilities for children and young people are limited to basic
offerings (toddlers’ playground, bike storage room, laundry room).
Quality of urban space
The urbanistic quality of the project is not particularly high, and the estate offers no
supply infrastructure. Despite these shortcomings, the close vicinity to green zones at
the city centre renders the location very attractive as a place of residence.
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Drotárska ul., Martinengova (Bratislava, Drotárska cesta – Martinengova ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.78
1.56

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.59
33

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

18
staircase
wide
5
5.0
27,855
100
0
0
1.57
1.79
27,855
226
123
144.9
127
owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

11,898
100
0
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Number of slots/TG
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

2,927
764
87
medium

Year of completion
1995
Planners
J. Hermann, Š. Svetko, D. Krepop
Developer
Bytové družstvo Bratislava I
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In der Wiesen (1230 Wien, Anton-Baumgartner-Strasse 125 / Romy-Schneider-Gasse 2)

In brief
The mixed-use project is rather urban for a development at the periphery (flats at upper
levels, shops and service providers on ground floor). Featuring four to eight storeys, it is
composed of a long and high wing that is interrupted in one spot, thus creating a wide
opening, and shields the volumes to the south from the main thoroughfare. An intimate
greened courtyard with toddlers’ playground and a “public” courtyard complete the ensemble.
Situation within the city
This settlement type is situated at Vienna’s southern periphery (23rd municipal district)
close to the visually very prominent Wohnpark Alt-Erlaa (distance from city centre: 8
km). The urban expansion zone In der Wiesen offers all infrastructure facilities needed
for an entire neighbourhood. A bus stop is located directly in front of the complex, while
an Underground station can be found at 300 m. Cars access the settlement via a cul-desac connecting it to the main thoroughfare and via a side lane. Elementary and secondary schools, a kindergarten and a big park with playgrounds directly adjoin the project.
Location assets
Urban amenities due to nearby Wohnpark Alt-Erlaa. Adjacent neighbourhood park to the
south.
Prerequisites of success
The settlement is the outcome of a developers’ competition and part of an overarching
project.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Flats in the street-side volume face south; those on the courtyard side face south, west
and east, both the interior courtyard and the environs. Part of the street wings are
apartment blocks. In addition to flats, there are also shops, offices, service providers
and cafés, mainly in the two-storey base zone of the street-side wing (hence good flexibility of use), but also in the enclosed courtyard.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The open spaces form a differentiated system of lanes, squares, courtyards and greenery, the latter serving as private front gardens for part of the ground-floor flats. The
ratio between paved and unpaved open spaces is harmonious. Young people can meet
and play in pedestrian zones and residential streets.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Neighbourship is unlikely to evolve. Communal facilities are housed in the base zones.
Quality of urban space
As part of a larger car-free area as well as due to the permeability of the complex and
the available infrastructure, the enclosed courtyard acts as an element connecting
north and south within the surrounding quarter.
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In der Wiesen (1230 Wien, Anton-Baumgartner-Strasse 125 / Romy-Schneider-Gasse 2)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.72
1.44

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.62
43

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Appartements m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planner,
Developer

12-16
LG, MG
medium
4-8
5.4
33,720
84
16
0
1.96
2.34
17,650
2,260
252
60-120/23
73/23
175
147
252
8
72
20
4,000
8,200
63
23
12
2
medium
0
0
270
TG

2000
Ebner/Ullmann
Kallco
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Karlova Ves, Nám. Sv. Františka (Bratislava, Karloveská ul. – Nám. sv. Františka)

In brief
This estate type in Námestie Sv. Františka (St. Francis Square) is composed of three
dominant buildings: one seven-storey, semicircular residential block is bordered to the
southwest by a 17-storey residential high-rise and to the northwest by a church with
monastery, pastoral centre and municipal offices. The buildings are arranged around a
public square and face four-lane Karloveská Street.
Situation within the city
Námestie Sv. Františka is situated in the Karlova Ves quarter, at a distance of roughly 5
km from Bratislava’s city centre and well-connected to the public transport network: a
tram stop can be found at 150 m. The neighbourhood’s shopping and service hub can
be reached on foot in only 5 minutes.
Prerequisites of success
Due to different types of use (residential, municipal offices, church and related institutions), this settlement acts as the centre of the Karlova Ves quarter. Given the very
compact site, the varied forms of use present many architectural challenges.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Flats face one direction as determined by their position in the building. The semicircular
design of the complex generates a public space in which residential and social forms of
use (Roman Catholic Church of St. Francis of Assisi, offices of Karlova Ves Municipality)
complement each other. The surrounding ground-floor zone offers small-scale facilities
(e.g. a pizzeria).The square is slightly raised vis-à-vis the environs; as a result, seven
storeys are perceived from the street, while a rear view shows their number as ten.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The public central square with illuminated fountain and footpath network is pleasant to
linger and spend time in. Most flats feature balconies. No cars are parked in this central
public space due to an underground garage below the square. The open spaces are attractively designed and greened; however, it is not visually clear whether they are public or specifically designated for the complex.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The public square and mixed-use design of the encircling arcades stimulate communication. However, there is a lack of complex-specific or semi-public open spaces. The pull
exerted by such communal facilities as the church, pastoral centre and municipal offices
goes beyond the complex per se.
Quality of urban space
With its varied forms of use, open architectural design and central public square, this
project is a hub for the surrounding city quarter.
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Karlova Ves, Nám. Sv. Františka (Bratislava, Karloveská ul. – Nám. sv. Františka)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.22
2.04

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.88
40

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

17
SP, staircase
high
7-17
-

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

45,444
81
0
19

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

2.05
2.23

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

36,800
255
144
125
114.9

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

13,409
100
0
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

1,784
605
low

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

2006
Team T, arch. Talaš
OTYK Invest
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Autofreie Mustersiedlung (1210 Wien, Nordmanngasse 25-27)

In brief
This project is a six-storey attached development with two greened courtyards linked by
communal spaces. By banning private car ownership, attractive open spaces and numerous communal facilities were made possible.
Situation within the city
The car-free model development is situated in new urban zone north of the Danube in
Vienna’s 21st municipal district. Tram and bus stops are located at a distance of 100 m.
One block side faces a public thoroughfare. A kindergarten and elementary school can
be found at approx. 500 m distance; shops are housed in neighbouring buildings.
Location assets
None.
Prerequisites of success
The project is the outcome of a developers’ competition. All residents had to forgo private car ownership, which made it possible to eliminate the car slots stipulated under
law and allowed both for the creation of generously sized, self-managed communal facilities and investment in attractive open spaces. Moreover, high ecological building
standards including solar panels, a service water system and improved façade insulation were implemented as well.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Depending on their position in the building, flats face different directions on one or two
sides. The car-free design engenders excellent quality of living; flexibility of use is low.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Some ground-floor flats along the external perimeter of the settlement have their own
tenant gardens. All other flats boast private open spaces in the form of loggias or terraces. The courtyard for communal use features raised beds for planting vegetables and
a biotope as well as playgrounds for younger and older children.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The car-free green spaces and excellent communal facilities boost communication and
neighbourship. These facilities, which far exceed the standard range typical of subsidised housing projects, include a children’s house and sauna house on the roof as well
as party and gym rooms at ground-floor level.
Quality of urban space
As a car-free zone, the estate has some importance for the surrounding city quarter as
well.
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Autofreie Mustersiedlung (1210 Wien, Nordmanngasse 25-27)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.24
1.12

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.44
39

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

9.5-14
MG, LG, groundfloor direct
medium
6+T
6.3

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

27,900
100
0
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

2.25
2.50

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

18,158
244
35-121
74
218
197

Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

244
9
83
8

Housing tenure
rented with purchase option
Non residential use, sq m
0
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m

6,760
42
36
11
11
low
145
0

Number of slots
Type of parking

24
TG
10% for car sharing

Year of completion
Planners
Developers

1999
Szedenik-Schindler
GEWOG, Domizil
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Octopus, Záhradnícka (Bratislava, Záhradnícka ul.)

In brief
The compact perimeter development with up to eleven storeys is clearly delimited from
the street and opens towards the greened interior courtyard situated at second-storey
level. There are visual breaks at two points as well as various notches and openings in
the building façade. The structured design is reminiscent of an octopus, hence the
name.
Situation within the city
This estate type is situated in Záhradnícka Street at the edges of Bratislava’s city centre. Tram, bus and trolleybus stops as well as the main traffic artery Bajkalská are located next to the building. Both basic and extended supply can be found in shops within
walking distance (150-400 m): groceries, post office, bank, public open-air market plus
Lake Štrkovec sports grounds and Ružinov ice stadium. The university hospital is situated at a distance of 700 m.
Location assets
Octopus is situated along a development axis extending between Bratislava’s city centre and the centre of the city quarter Ružinov near a vast leisure area with lake (a former gravel quarry), but also along one of Bratislava’s most heavily trafficked roads.
Prerequisites of success
The project does not aim for maximum use of the available plot: the volume is perforated and broken up in numerous spots. True to its name, Octopus winds along the property boundaries and encircles a greened interior courtyard. Housing quality is strongly
influenced by the surroundings (heavy traffic, urban development zone).
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The flats face various directions and are exclusively oriented towards the courtyard (do
not extend across entire building depth); many rooms have north-facing windows. The
amenity standard of the units is high, but there are no social infrastructure facilities.
Due to the rigid structure, flexibility of use is minimal.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The interior courtyard cannot be accessed from outside; there are no balconies or private gardens. Cars are parked in the underground garage.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Due to the closed structure, a sense of neighbourship can develop (lobbies). Communal
facilities correspond to basic standards (bike storage room, laundry room, etc.).
Quality of urban space
The Octopus development is both harmonious and provocative and adds an interesting
architectural gesture to the city centre: the high design quality, compact yet open
shape and suitability of the base zone for different forms of use positively impact the
surrounding urban space.
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Octopus, Záhradnícka (Bratislava, Záhradnícka ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.74
0.49

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.41
84

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

staircase, SP
low
11
11.0
21,523
95
0
5

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

2.91
4.39
20,450
161
127
328.6
217.6
owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

662
100
0
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Number of slots
Type of parking
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

100
214
TG
low

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

2007
P.Sticzay-Gromski, P.Vlacihová,
GRIDO SK, s. r. o
IUWE, a.s.
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Koloseo (Bratislava, Tomášikova ul.)

In brief
This residential complex in the eastern part of Bratislava is composed of four independent buildings arranged along the property boundaries. 627 flats encircle an open courtyard. The flats on the western side enjoy a view of Lake Kuchajda.
Situation within the city
Koloseo is situated in an urban development area at a distance of 3.5 km east of
Bratislava’s city centre. The area is well-connected to the road network; bus, tram and
trolleybus stops can be found at 500 m. Via a pedestrian zone, the settlement is directly
linked to the Bratislava-Nové Mesto railway station (100 m). Social infrastructure and a
range of shops for basic and extended supply are located nearby.
Location assets
View of Lake Kuchajda, proximity to sports grounds and recreational area near Lake
Kuchajda (a former gravel quarry).
Prerequisites of success
This settlement type meets new energy-efficiency requirements.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Depending on their position, flats face one or two directions (those facing west enjoy
lake views). Due to the open structure with interior courtyard, the courtyard-facing flats
are effectively shielded from environmental noise. High development density restricts
sunlight incidence of both internal and external spaces, which, however, boast good architectural quality. Generally, housing quality is negatively impacted by a busy train line
on one side and a four-lane road on the other side of the complex.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The courtyard formed by the volumes is designed as a park whose diagonal footpaths
endow it with public appeal. However, it is not used very intensively since the footpaths
do not link surrounding developments or communication routes. Thus the open spaces
are merely used by residents to access their flats. The underground garage offers over
800 slots, which leaves the vast courtyard car-free (with the exception of an access road
along the base zone used by shops).
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Despite shared open spaces, neighbourship can evolve only to a limited extent, since
numerous flats are accessed via one single house entrance. Due to the green recreational zone with park benches and seesaws for children, the quality of the communal
facilities is above average. There is also a sauna for residents. The ground-floor zone
features standard facilities, e.g. bike storage room, laundry room, etc.
Quality of urban space
Due to its high architectural quality, the urban space quality of Koloseo is equally high.
The settlement is easy to cross on foot and adds to the public open spaces of the surrounding neighbourhood. However, its position is quite isolated, since no further developments are planned for the immediate vicinity.
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Koloseo (Bratislava, Tomášikova ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.86
2.05

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.59
29

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Flat sizes, sq m
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

20
staircase
wide
11-15
12.9
77,288
100
0
0
2.7
3.77
60,240
627
96
305.9
219.2
owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

14,527
100
0
0
0.07

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Type of parking
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

9,294
1,178
TG
low

Year of completion
2007
Planners
M.Šteklácová, M.Pokrivcák ATELIER 3M,
P.Návrat, L.Ornthová
Developer
TC Byty Developer: Tatra Residence,
(Tatra banka Group)
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CLOSED BLOCKS

Description:
Closed perimeter block with
shared internal courtyard
4-8 storeys

Plot coverage

25-60%

Distance b. buildings

approx. 40 m

Wing depth

10-20 m

Number of storeys

4

6

8

Floorspace density

2.2

3.3

4.4

Flats/hectare

200

310

400

The closed perimeter development encircles a shared open space
(internal courtyard). Traditional urban block with typical pros
(flats extend through entire building depth and hence face both
street and tranquil internal courtyard; mixed-use options) and
cons (flats face street).
Offering nearby alternative spaces for noisier forms of use is essential to avoid conflicts between noisier and quieter (elderly persons, small children) courtyard user groups. Internal courtyard
can be appropriated by residents.
Layout problems in corner zones.
Access type:
Preferred orientation:
Ground-floor level suitable
for non-residential use:
Suitability for flat variety:
Suitability for priv. open
spaces:
Privacy (invisible f. outside):

landing access, covered
walkways
n.a.
yes
yes
yes
limited

Lot size:
Lot width:
Lot depth:

0.6-3.0 hectares
> 80 m
> 80 m

Public open spaces:
Open space quality:

connected
good

Parking spaces:

underground garage(s)
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Vinex Siedlung – Ypenburg (Delft - Den Haag , Ypenburg, Derkswater / Koxwater / Wilmerwater)

In brief
The settlement located on an “archipelago” surrounded by water is composed of nine
perimeter buildings enclosing courtyards (two- and three-storey square blocks). The
courtyards serve as centres for communication. The buildings are slightly shifted to create lines of sight towards the water and surroundings.
Situation within the city
The project is situated 6 km southeast of the historic centre of The Hague in the eastern
part of Ypenburg. Bus and tram stops are located nearby (approx. 300 m). Social infrastructure and a range of shops can be found within walking distance to the north, outside the development proper. The quarter itself presents insufficient urban densification
to warrant the establishment of shops.
Location assets
By the water’s edge; detached from nearby developments by canals.
Prerequisites of success
Vinex is a settlement that offers affordable housing and lifestyles in particular for young
families looking for an alternative to terraced houses. This integrative model also comprises two residential groups: a courtyard building with retirement home and another
for residential communities of disabled persons.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The settlement presents a homogeneous development structure and serves purely residential purposes. Depending on their position, flats face in different directions; roofs are
slanted to optimise sunlight incidence. The residential groups are the only flat type occupying entire storeys. These groups are accommodated “under one roof” around one
courtyard each. Two blocks house eight residential communities for disabled persons;
the flat layouts take account of mobility impairments. Flexibility of use is not provided.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Private (external) and communal (internal) open spaces are clearly delimited from each
other by the closed courtyard structure. The shielded interior courtyards create a childfriendly environment yet cannot be optimally used due to access routes and paths.
Open spaces for shared use between the individual blocks complement the spatial
range but are mainly used as parking lots.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
A sense of neighbourship can develop due to the role of the courtyards as communication spaces; visual contact across the greened courtyards is possible as well.
Quality of urban space
Open spaces between the blocks, big portals and interior courtyards generate urbanistic
qualities.
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Vinex Siedlung – Ypenburg (Delft - Den Haag , Ypenburg, Derkswater / Koxwater / Wilmerwater)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.69
2.30

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.81
35

Wing depth, sq m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m²
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Of which bodies of water, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

9
RH
medium
2-3
2,2
18,100
100
0
0
0.67
0.79
11,000
128
90-170
86
56
48
89
0
100
0
0
9,320
0
54
1
2
43
3,270
2,230
low
186
open
-air slots

2002
Bosch Architects
Amwest
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Bebauung Klee (Zürich, Affoltern)

In brief
This estate type comprises 340 flats and is a meandering, seven-storey, highly condensed volume with enclosed courtyard.
Situation within the city
The Klee estate is situated in the urban development zone Ruggächern in Zurich-Affoltern, approx. 8 km from the city centre. A bus stop can be found at 50 m; a commuter
train station, at 600 m. The project offers communal rooms, a crèche and car-sharing
options. Social infrastructure as well as basic and extended supply facilities are located
in the vicinity.
Location assets
Well-connected to city centre and close to Katzensee nature preserve.
Prerequisites of success
The design was chosen following a competition procedure. Project implementation was
entrusted to two development companies, which duly constructed two project sections,
each with its own focus.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The flats face all directions and mostly extend across the entire building depth. One
section mainly accommodates large flats specially designed for families. Individual and
communal rooms with shower and toilet can be additionally rented. Except for a crèche,
the ground-floor zone does not allow for mixed use; thus flexibility of use is not provided.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The flats boast individual open spaces in the form of terraces, balconies and loggias as
well as shared rooftop garden lots. Inside and outside the building, differentiated open
spaces for common use are available (green zones, square-type areas, playgrounds,
etc.) Some areas were specially designated for young people. The utilisation potential of
the interior courtyard is restricted by the building height.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The interior courtyard fosters communication. One project section offers numerous communal facilities, the other only a bare minimum.
Quality of urban space
Due to its unbroken seven-storey perimeter design, the visual impact of the complex is
highly condensed. With recesses at the corners (main entrances), this closed, massive
volume produces square-type openings that, depending on their use, may generate urbanistic quality.
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Bebauung Klee (Zürich, Affoltern)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

3.29
3.00

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.65
22

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

11-13
SP
wide
7
7

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

45,500
100
0
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

1.38
1.52

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

31,500
340
57-128
93
113
103
100
-

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

rented
-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

18,300
0
50
7
43

Circulation areas, sq m
4.940
Aboveground parking, sq m
420
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
low
Number of slots
210+22
Type of parking
TG + open-air slots

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

under construction
Knapkiewicz & Fickert
Baugenoss. Hagenbrünneli
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Vajnorska (Bratislava, Vajnorská ul. – Junácka ul.)

In brief
This eight-storey perimeter development from the 1990s has a square layout, encircles
a non-public courtyard and serves several – though mainly residential – functions.
Situation within the city
Vajnorska is situated on Junácka Street at the edge of Bratislava’s city centre and well
connected to the public transport network (stop directly in front of the building). The
building itself and the immediate environs offer social infrastructure and a range of
shops, while numerous sports and recreational facilities are within walking distance.
Location assets
Embedded in an urban development zone with many leisure options (sports facilities,
Lake Kuchajda). Also close to a shopping mall with great variety of services.
Prerequisites of success
The block-type project encircling a courtyard shields the flats from heavily trafficked Vajnorská Street and thus creates the preconditions for good housing quality.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The settlement offers flats facing southeast, northwest, southwest and northwest. Due
to the closed design, the courtyard is very quiet. The ground floor accommodates
garages and various commercial and communal facilities, all of a very good standard
(the flats are in the high-priced segment). Flexibility of use is scant, since heavily trafficked roads delimit the block on two sides.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The interior courtyard is not publicly accessible and offers a small-scale open space for
common use. Cars can be parked in garages inside the building as well as on the surrounding streets. The building interior can be accessed from all four sides.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The large lobbies strongly foster a sense of neighbourship. Communal facilities are
available in the form of playgrounds for younger and older children.
Quality of urban space
The development is well integrated into the urban fabric and blends harmoniously with
the adjoining volumes.
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Vajnorska (Bratislava, Vajnorská ul. – Junácka ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.69
1.36

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.39
29

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Number of slots
Type of parking
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

Year of completion

14
combined
wide
5
5.0
19,465
80
0
20
1.14
1.43
15,570
166
94
112
98.2
owner-occupied
0
36, 500
77
23
0
7
7,724
4,520
combined
medium

1999
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Frauen – Werk - Stadt (1210 Wien, Donaufelder Strasse 99 / Carminweg 6-8)

In brief
Frauen-Werk-Stadt proposes a dense, four- to six-storey, closed courtyard-type structure
with a variety of open spaces and different forms of use (residential, shops and service
providers, public services, communal facilities).
Situation within the city
Situated along a main traffic artery, the settlement occupies a lot in a still heterogeneously utilised peripheral zone of Vienna’s 21st municipal district, dotted by market
gardens and single-family homes. Tram and bus stops are at the doorstep of the development, while cars arrive from two sides of the block. Social infrastructure is available
both in the development (kindergarten), close by (recreational facility for young people)
and at a distance of 800 m (schools).
Location assets
None.
Prerequisites of success
The project is the outcome of an expert opinion procedure; the buildings were designed
by several female architects with the objective of creating a development that truly addresses the specific needs of women. Robust, multifunctional, semi-public spaces were
mentioned as a key element of this “suitability for everyday needs”. The variety of the
many open spaces of Frauen-Werk-Stadt is another of its strong points.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The flats face one or two sides and mostly look out on the open spaces of the settlement. Flat types are differentiated and allow for individual change and modification. The
ground floor of the southern side of the block accommodates a doctor’s surgery and a
police station. In addition, the ground-floor level is used for flats and many communal
facilities. Flexibility of use is provided by the flat structure.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The main access corridor is designed as a residential and play street that connects the
surrounding streets and footpaths and moreover leads to the kindergarten. In addition
to larger multifunctional open spaces, there are also two introverted, greened interior
courtyards with toddlers’ playgrounds. Children and young people find space to meet on
the play street.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Neighbourship is fostered by generously sized staircases and entrance zones as well as
by differentiated open spaces. Communal facilities were provided. The kindergarten
forming part of the project is located adjacent to an ample open space.
Quality of urban space
The whole project is car-free and connects the surrounding quarters via its residential
and play street.
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Frauen – Werk - Stadt (1210 Wien, Donaufelder Strasse 99 / Carminweg 6-8)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.46
2.20

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.98
45

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

13-15
SP, LG
medium
4-6
4,2
41,360
94
3
3
1.68
1.89
28,043
360
30-128
78
164
146
356
21
63
16

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

rented
1,849

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

12,200
33
34
31
2

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

32
0
low
372
TG

Year of completion
1997
Planners
Prohazka, Podreka, Peretti, Ullmann
Developers
WBV-GPA, City of Vienna-MA 24
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Eurovea (Bratislava, Pribinova ul.)

In brief
Eurovea on the banks of the Danube is an urban extension of Bratislava’s city centre.
The mostly eight-storey volumes accommodate a wide variety of uses; in fact, the complex has become a new, popular meeting-point for locals. The façade design is multifaceted, partly extravagant and clearly communicates the purpose of the individual
buildings (hotel, housing, administration, shopping mall, cinemas).
Situation within the city
Eurovea is situated in the city centre on Pribinova Street, on the banks of the Danube
between Apollo Bridge and Old Bridge. Eurovea houses a wide array of shops for basic
and extended supply and is well connected to the road network. Public transport stops
are located right in front of the complex.
Location assets
On the Danube with new riverside promenade. City centre.
Prerequisites of success
The complex was constructed on a brownfield site (former oil refinery) and soon became a favourite shopping destination and meeting-point for the citizens of Bratislava.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The (luxury) flats mostly face south. Many different types of use: a total surface of
230,000 sq m houses offices (24,000 sq m), 235 luxury flats, a five-star hotel, cinemas
(9 halls), Bratislava’s biggest underground garage (1,729 slots), a shopping mall
(60,000 sq m), a gym, a casino and a covered swimming-pool. All these facilities complement each other effectively and are well interwoven with the outside world (new
Danube riverside promenade). Flexibility of use is limited; many rooms (e.g. hotel
rooms) face north.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The open spaces are car-free and mostly designed as pedestrian areas encircling the
complex (Danube riverside promenade with open-air market, several larger squares
with an urban feel). Between the buildings, we find semi-public open spaces organically
connected to the public interiors of the shopping mall and entertainment promenade.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The internal gallery and public open spaces serve as communication zones. There are
numerous communal facilities both for residents of the complex and outside visitors;
hence a feeling of neighbourship can certainly develop.
Quality of urban space
The manifold forms of use and communal facilities of this settlement type are a major
urban attraction far beyond the immediate environs. The Danube riverside promenade
and the adjacent lots were effectively taken account of in the architectural concept;
there is good permeability. Further development of the adjoining lots will integrate the
complex even better into the cityscape.
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Eurovea (Bratislava, Pribinova ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

6.43
6.38

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

2.43
38

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

20
combined
wide
8
8.0
153,518
29
0
71
2.38
2.41
44,540
235
189
36.8
36.5
owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

39,965
95
5
0
1.25

Circulation areas, sq m
Number of slots
Type of parking
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

537
1,729
TG
low

Year of completion
2010
Planners M.Varga, M.Vrábel, B. Kaliský, Bose International Planing & Architecture Michel Desvigne
Developer
Ballymore Properties, s. r. o./ IR
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Lind, Little Italy, San Diego, USA

In brief
Perimeter development with mostly low-rise, multi-storey buildings (16 row houses, 49
flats, partly loft-style live/work units). Mixed use, small-scale development designed by
several planners, different flat types.
Situation within the city
The project is situated 1.5 km north of downtown San Diego in the urban renewal area
Little Italy, which since the mid-1990s has been undergoing conversion from an industrial area to an upscale residential district. Trolley train, tram and bus stops can be
found in the immediate vicinity, while a wide range of shops is available along India
Street, which passes right by the block.
Location assets
Close to downtown San Diego, with the ocean to the west.
Prerequisites of success
The project comprises only 65 dwellings but was intentionally designed by six different,
independent architects and project developers on separate lots. Most units were conceived for middle- and low-income households. The project was built cost-efficiently
with mostly simple materials and waived the construction of underground car parks.
Due to the involvement of multiple parties, project implementation was described as a
complex challenge.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The design is multifaceted; the complex is composed of many small, characteristic
units. Pedestrian-friendly footpaths cross the block. Trees were planted both inside the
block and along the street to create a “green” look. Small shops and cafés are housed
on the ground floor; the level of density allows for extended supply options within walking distance. The flats face in different directions, depending on their position within the
project as a whole. Some units only receive daylight from one direction.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The varied street façade with numerous entrances, cross-vistas, plants and a few stores
is highly attractive for pedestrians walking along the street. Inside the block, only about
one third of the lot was not built up; the remaining space is partly used for parking.
Areas for relaxation and rest are therefore scant. Cars are parked at ground-floor level
in the courtyard, in garages (for the row houses) and on the street.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Due to the small scale and short distances, a sense of neighbourship can evolve in the
project; small open spaces are moreover available for communal use inside the block.
No areas were specifically designated for young people.
Quality of urban space
The complex is well integrated into the neighbourhood. Flats are accessed directly; together with numerous staircases and several shops, these entrances render the street
façade more lively. Building heights vary markedly and reinforce the visual impression
of diversity.
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Lind, Little Italy, San Diego, USA

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.96
0.60

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.37
62

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

6-18
various
medium
1-5
3.4

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

12,400
-

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

1.29
2.07

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

65
108
68
-

rented/owner-occupied
-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

1,760
0
60
21
19

Circulation areas, sq m
390
Aboveground parking, sq m
150
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
hing
Number of slots
Type of parking
TG, open-air slots
(courtyard, row-house garages, street)

Year of completion
Planner
Developers

1997
Jonathan Segal
Little Italy Neighbourhood
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Kagran West ”Donaufelderhof” (Wien, Dückeg.15 / Prandaug.3 / Tokiostr.1-5 / Arakawastr.2-4)

In brief
Donaufelderhof is a seven-storey perimeter development with enclosed courtyard and
an additional, two-storey commercial wing, which shields the residential courtyard from
the main traffic artery, to the west. On the western side of the residential block, a courtyard opening onto the street serves as a public pedestrian zone.
Situation within the city
The settlement is situated in the northeastern part of Vienna, 6 km from the city centre,
at the periphery of the local hub Zentrum Kagran. It is part of a larger residential area
developed from scratch. An important traffic artery passes west of the settlement. Bus
stops are located at the doorstep of the project, while the nearest tram stop can be
found at 400 m and the Underground, at 500 m. An elementary school and kindergarten
are housed on an adjacent lot.
Location assets
Close to Old Danube recreational area, good access to road network via B3 federal road.
Prerequisites of success
Residential courtyards are a typical motif of Viennese perimeter developments to increase density while yet ensuring high housing standards.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The flats face in different directions, although most have a view of the interior courtyard. The roof storeys are designed as lightweight constructions and clearly set off from
the standard storeys. On the street side, the ground-floor zones accommodate shops, a
kindergarten, social infrastructure and communal facilities. Depending on their position
within the building, the residential wings are accessed via staircases and covered walkways. The ground-floor and commercial zones offer flexibility of use.
Availability and quality of open spaces
In addition to the narrow access zone, the complex offers a large enclosed interior
courtyard and an east-facing square. The design of these open spaces is highly differentiated. The spacious, greened residential courtyard accommodates many options for different users: there are zones for movement, rest, play, a toddlers’ playground, a private
area for the kindergarten and tenant gardens for the ground-floor flats. The roof of the
commercial wing houses areas for sport and play, which are linked to the residential
wing by open staircases and glazed walkways.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The enclosed courtyard and communal facilities foster a sense of neighbourship. The
sports facilities and open areas on the roof of the commercial wing are accessible to all
residents.
Quality of urban space
The courtyard facing the street adds to public space. The closed design results in a tranquil, greened interior courtyard.
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Kagran West ”Donaufelderhof“ (Wien, Dückeg. 15 / Prandaug. 3 / Tokiostr. 1-5 / Arakawastr. 2-4)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

2.70
1.90

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

1.04
55

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

12-15 (25)
SP, LG
medium
6-8 (2)
5.8
59,930
83
15
1

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

2.22
3.15
36,522
458
63-130
80
241
170
458
7
81
12

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

rented
8,000

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

10,543
8
51
10
31

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

0
0
medium
586
TG

Year of completion
Planners
Developers

2000
Nehrer-Medek, Häuselmayer,
Prochazka+Hofmann
Kallco, MA 24
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Vancouver Olympic Village Par. 10, Canada

In brief
The settlement is composed of four multi-storey apartment blocks sitting atop a twolevel base and designed as a mixed-use perimeter development. The explicit goal of the
Olympic Village project is ecological and social sustainability. One element of this goal is
extreme development density (net floorspace ratio: 4.1), which is attained despite a
maximum height set at approx. 35 m. Building heights are markedly staggered and
range from five to eleven storeys; daylight incidence and views were specially taken account of.
Situation within the city
Olympic Village is situated on the southern bank of False Creek inlet, about 3 km southeast of downtown Vancouver; a bus stop can be found at a distance of 300 m; a commuter train stop, at 600 m. The development offers space for retail stores; further
facilities are located in other project sections. Due to very high residential density in the
quarter, it is planned to establish a range of shops for basic and extended supply within
walking distance.
Location assets
The project blocks are embedded in a spacious framework of greenery and public buildings, situated by the waterside.
Prerequisites of success
Olympic Village was created as a model project of Vancouver’s Planning Department
and hence given meticulous preparation and public support. The very compact structure and building size called for numerous design elements such as high-quality materials (e.g. generous glazing, stone, timber) and many details including steps, designed
lobbies, terraces and greenery. The lack of areas for relaxation on the lot itself is compensated by high-quality public spaces.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Flats mostly face east or west, since the eastern and western volumes are accessed via
a central corridor; only corner flats receive daylight from two sides. The northern and
southern volumes are accessed via covered courtyard walkways. A large commercial
area is integrated into the block and in fact takes up most of the ground-floor level.
Combined live/work units on the ground floor open directly onto the streetscape.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Except for an interior courtyard of approx. 20 by 45 m, the lot was built up in its entirety. Cars can be parked exclusively in the underground garage. The flats boast terraces or ample balconies/loggias. The directly adjoining public open spaces (plaza,
waterside promenade) meet residents’ leisure requirements.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The excellently appointed public area surrounding the block provides opportunities for
communication.
Quality of urban space
Highly urban character. The deliberately ambitious design of the pedestrian level
(greening, lobbies, materials) and strong horizontal façade structuring as well as the
varied building heights prevent the high density from becoming visually oppressive.
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Vancouver Olympic Village Par. 10, Canada

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.77
0.50

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.49
98

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

13-20
MG, SP, LG
medium
2-11
4.2

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

20,800
91
0
9

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

2.70
4.16

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

13,300
191
70
382
248

Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

-

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

3,000
0
100
0
0
0
0
low
218
TG

2010
Merrick Architecture
City of Vancouver
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Alley 24, Seattle, USA

In brief
Alley 24 was designed as a mixed-use perimeter development. The base houses shops
and service providers, while the upper storeys accommodate flats and offices. The block
is further structured from north to south by a public passageway (alley); another footpath crosses the development from east to west.
Situation within the city
In the up-and-coming development area South Lake Union, about 2 km from the city
centre of Seattle; bus stop at a distance of 150 m; tram stop, at 500 m. Small stores
and cafés are both part of the project and located nearby.
Location assets
The complex benefits from its proximity to the adjoining public Cascade Park and its
central location.
Prerequisites of success
The target group of the development is an urban population willing to largely forgo private open spaces annexed to their flats. Historic building stock was integrated into the
project.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Most flats have windows only on one side (all directions of the compass); a few face two
ways or extend across one entire storey; the ground floor hosts shops. The buildings
east of the alley accommodate offices. All fronts facing the street are activity-oriented;
many flats also feature entrances opening onto the street or alley. The high density of
the project and quarter contributes to the presence of manifold facilities and offerings
within walking distance; the range of flat types and other useful spaces on the ground
floor is wide. The energy standards of the project are above average.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The entire development is designed to favour pedestrians. Pedestrian streams are also
directed into the block, e.g. due to the underground car park access located at the centre of the block. The little public space remaining both inside the block and facing the
street – the lot per se was almost entirely been built up – is attractively styled. The
property itself features no significant open spaces; the share of small flats without private open areas is high. In all, there are four roof terraces: three for residents and one
as an addition to an office storey. Three-level underground car park.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Community room with media centre, four open areas for shared use (roof terraces). No
areas were specifically designated for use by young people.
Quality of urban space
Public space is rendered very attractive by the small-scale, transparent ground-floor
façade, weather guards and manifold forms of use. Pleasantly designed sidewalks, fronts, frequent passageways and cross-vistas as well as numerous entrance doors
make the space appealing to pedestrians. Visually moderate building heights and vertical façade structuring create a homogeneous spatial impact. Variety is safeguarded by
incorporating a historic building.
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Alley 24, Seattle, USA

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.28
0.83

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.72
87

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

20-35
SP, MG
narrow
2-7
4.9

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

35,400
41
50
9
2,77
4,27

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

11,500
172
44-127
67
207
134

Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

-

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

rented
-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

600
0
100
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

640
0
low
366
TG

Year of completion
Planner
Developer

2006
NBBJ
Vulcan Real Estate
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OBLONG BLOCKS

Description:
Compact, freestanding, slim volumes
with high building depth
4-8 storeys

Plot coverage

35-55%

Wing depth

15-25 m

Number of storeys

4

6

8

Floorspace density

1.8

2.9

3.5

Flats/hectares

160

270

340
Freestanding, oblong volumes on narrow lots; with high building
depth, most flats face only one direction. In case of low building
depth, flats may extend through one entire storey; however, this
calls for costly landing access solutions (many access cores).
Residents’ demand for clearcut organisation and identification is
hardly met.
Due to the specific spatial structure, open space quality is rarely
satisfactory and highly dependent on the surrounding neighbourhood and its buildings.
Access type:
Preferred orientation:
Ground-floor level suitable
for non-residential use:
Suitability for flat variety:
Suitability for priv. open
spaces:
Privacy (invisible f. outside):

landing access, covered
walkways
preferably east-west
yes
yes
yes
good

Lot size:
Lot width:
Lot depth:

0.3-1.3 hectares
variable
> 30 m

Public open spaces:
Open space quality:

long and narrow
low

Parking spaces:

underground garage(s)
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Satzingerweg A (1210 Wien, Viehtriftgasse 9)

In brief
Satzingerweg A is a three-story compact housing complex composed of two wings with
roughly rectangular and square layouts. A central access corridor is provided.
Situation within the city
The estate is part of a larger municipal housing development in northern Vienna. Cars
enter the complex from adjacent Viehtriftgasse. Bus stops can be found at 100-200 m;
tram stops, at 900-1,000 m. The nearest kindergarten is located at 150 m; the nearest
shopping outlets, at 300 m.
Location assets
None.
Prerequisites of success
The narrow plot was efficiently made use of.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
This development type serves exclusively residential purposes. There are 45 flats, which
all face one direction only, either east or west. The central access path necessarily entails one-sided flat orientation without transverse ventilation and invites criticism for its
impact on housing quality. Flexibility of use is not provided.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Flats have private open spaces (balconies). Resident gardens for ground-floor flats would
have been a possibility. Since the lot was built up almost in its entirety, the open areas of
this settlement merely serve as distance spaces between volumes. Cars are parked in an
underground garage. No areas were specifically designated for young people.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Due to the small number of flats per wing, a sense of neighbourship may be expected
to develop. A central bike storage room is available for all residents.
Quality of urban space
The positive impact on urban quality is low due to nonexistent flexibility of use and a
lack of open spaces.
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Satzingerweg A (1210 Wien, Viehtriftgasse 9)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.39
0.33

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.17
52

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

16-25
MG
medium
3
2.7
4,627
100
0
0
1.19
1.40
2,925
45
45-89
65
136
115
45
0
64
36
rented
0
1,626
0
100
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

150
0
medium
45
TG

Year of completion
Planner
Developer

1995
Prehsler
MA 24
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Monte Laa / Elf_Zwei (1100 Wien, Urselbrunnengasse 42)

In brief
Monte Laa / Elf_Zwei is a freestanding, eight-storey, oblong residential block, with a
clear, 4.5-metre ground storey resting atop supports and a terraced roofscape starting
at the fourth level.
Situation within the city
The new city quarter Monte Laa in Vienna’s 10th municipal district in the area of Laaer
Berg Hill is situated at a distance of 5 km from the city centre. Surrounded by an ample
quasi-natural landscape, it is composed of residential areas, a business zone along the
main traffic artery and a central park linking all sections. A city motorway was overbuilt
to create the quarter. The nearest bus stop is to be found at 150 m; the nearest tram
stop, at 1 km. Campus Monte Laa with a kindergarten, elementary and secondary
schools adjoins the development. Shops can be found in the surrounding streets.
Location assets
A vast green expanse (recreational area Laaer Wald) is located in the immediate vicinity.
Prerequisites of success
Based on an urbanistic master project, the project is the outcome of a developers’ competition. The settlement type benefits from its park-side location and a difference in terrain height separating the project site from the park.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The flats face two directions (northeast and southwest). A degree of flexibility of use is
provided, since work/live combos have been factored in.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The terracing and “fissuring” of the top storeys creates generous, flat-specific open
spaces (roof gardens, garden terraces) and boosts daylight incidence for the building. A
problem lies with the ground floor atop stilts, since it curtails the usability of these open
spaces and partly serves as a parking lot. An underground garage below the building
can be directly accessed from the public street skirting the development. Apart from the
overbuilt ground-floor level, a raised lawn offers another open space for residents.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Communal facilities inside the building include a sauna, club room, Internet corner and
self-service laundries. Playrooms for children are located on the ground floor.
Quality of urban space
Urbanistic quality is generated by the large traffic-free zone. This development type
demonstrates how a single row can definitely produce urban character. However, the
“empty” ground floor does not, despite its permeability, allow for any form of public utilisation.
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Monte Laa / Elf_Zwei (1100 Wien, Urselbrunnengasse 42)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.53
0.45

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.15
33

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys
Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %
Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net
Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m
Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planner
Developers

18
MG, SP
medium
8
6.9
10,400
100
0
0
1.96
2.31
6,416
78
63-113
82
173
147
78
0
54
46
rented
0
2,960
84
0
0
16
342
962
low
78
TG

2007
A. Wimmer
GESIBA/GSG
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Das Brückenhaus / Kabelwerk (1120 Wien, Otto-Bondy-Platz 1-5)

In brief
The Bridge House project (“Brückenhaus” in German) is situated on a central square in
the southern part of Vienna and forms part of the large-scale Kabelwerk project (formerly the site of a cable factory, hence the name). The oblong, curving volume is detached from the ground, much like a bridge. The base features a wide passage to create
a generously sized, covered public zone for commercial use. The Bridge House provides
a physical endpoint for the central square of the overall development.
Situation within the city
The Bridge House is situated on the former industrial site Kabelwerk in the southern,
densely developed section of Vienna’s 12th municipal district. It is connected to the road
network by streets skirting the project on all sides; the nearest Underground station can
be found at a distance of only 100 m. Shops for basic supply are available within the
project as a whole: the base zones of the quarter accommodate shops, offices, communal facilities, children’s playrooms, cafés and restaurants. A daycare centre is part of the
complex as well.
Location assets
Part of the overarching Kabelwerk project, directly connected to the Underground network.
Prerequisites of success
Urbanistic competition procedure with codetermination of future residents regarding the
design of the quarter as a whole. The very special creation of this “bridge” in an urban
square calls for corresponding location factors: the idea of forgoing usable ground-floor
spaces to boost permeability is only viable if some “extra cubature” to make up for the
loss is safeguarded.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Due to access via a central corridor, the flats – there are 61 – face either west or east.
The base zones of the larger development reserve space for shops, offices, children’s
playrooms, café and restaurants. A ground-floor premise faces the square. Part of the
access corridor receives natural daylight. Flexibility of use is scant.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Private open spaces (loggias) are available. Since the building spans public space in the
manner of a bridge, the ground-floor area is permeable, creating an urban, wide square.
This public square is used by younger and older children to meet and play. The roof
storey is staggered, thus providing for protected roof gardens.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
A sense of neighbourship may be expected to develop. The base zone is to offer a good
mix of communal facilities.
Quality of urban space
The entire development is pedestrian-only. With its unusual architecture, permeability
and wide range of public communal facilities, the Bridge House improves the spatial
quality of the surrounding neighbourhood.
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Das Brückenhaus / Kabelwerk (1120 Wien, Otto-Bondy-Platz 1-5)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.34
0.32

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.15
47

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

15-20
SP
medium
7-8
5.3

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

7,925
91
9
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

2.33
2.48

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

5,227
61
60-125
86
191
179
61
0
95
5
rented
540

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

1,700
100
0
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
0
Aboveground parking, sq m
0
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
low
Number of slots
61
Type of parking
multi-car park (TG)

Year of completion
Planners
Developers

2006
Hermann & Valentiny
Kabelwerk Bauträger GmbH
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Karlova Ves - Karloveska zátoka (Bratislava, Karloveská zátoka – Botanická ul.)

In brief
This project situated along a natural branch of the Danube is composed of a terraced
row development with two volumes of nine storeys each and involves the natural environment and a nearby university campus as well as a student hostel in its overall design.
Situation within the city
The residential complex close to the university campus is situated at a distance of 2.5
km from Bratislava’s city centre. It is very well connected to the traffic and transport
network: bus and tram stops along a four-lane traffic artery are only 200 m away. Within
a radius of 500 m, we find the student hostel Družba, a gas station, restaurants, cafés,
a grocery store and a botanical garden.
Location assets
On the banks of a natural branch of the Danube with recreational area and cycling
track.
Prerequisites of success
The riverside location also entails restrictions: the plot is narrow and exposed to the
river and the riparian forest (flood risk, fog, mosquitoes).
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Most of the 144 flats face south. Due to their views of the natural landscape, they offer
high quality of living and are very well thought-out down to the smallest details (lobbies/entrance zones, choice of materials and colours) as well as boasting big terraces
(60 sq m) or roof gardens. Flexibility of use is limited, since the complex was conceived
as purely residential. The ground floor and first upper storey feature public facilities and
service providers.
Availability and quality of open spaces
A greened open space destined for pedestrians is located between the two buildings
and also serves as access route. Due to an underground garage with 163 slots, the open
spaces around the complex are car-free.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The estate largely lacks communal and communication spaces, thus preventing the development of a sense of neighbourship.
Quality of urban space
Architecturally, the buildings blend well into their surroundings despite the rather massive character of the individual blocks. The architectural design makes optimum use of
the natural potential of the environs, and the lack of urban appeal is balanced by the
charm of the natural surroundings. The arrangement of the volumes allows for Danube
landscape vistas from the city.
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Karlova Ves - Karloveska zátoka (Bratislava, Karloveská zátoka – Botanická ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.43
1.32

Built-up surface, hectares
Degree of development, %

0.32
24

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

24
combined
wide
2-9
7.0

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

28,521
94
0
6

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

1.99
2.16

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat sizes, sq m
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

Owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Number of slots TG
Type of parking
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling

Year of completion
Planners
Developer

26,800
140
186
109.1
100.7

11,192
100
0
0
0
2,198
1,040
163
combined
low

2006
K. Stassel, J.Šujan
J & T REAL ESTATE, a. s.
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Silodam (Amsterdam, Westerdoksdijk)

In brief
Silodam is situated on a pier in the port of Amsterdam. It is a large ten-storey block with
very high density, structured vertically into four sections with three main staircases.
Situation within the city
Silodam is located in Westerdoksdijk, the former western harbour of Amsterdam, at a
distance of 2 km from the city centre. Social infrastructure, a bus stop and a range of
shops for basic and extended supply can be found 350 m away.
Location assets
Very particular qualities due to the special waterside position (harbour) and the
arrangement of the large block in context with the revitalised warehouses along the
pier.
Prerequisites of success
The unique waterside pier situation called for extensive stabilisation and foundation
work. Almost none of the planned public areas inside the building were implemented
due to cost-cutting, and the projected shopping and commercial zones were halved.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Flats mostly face east-west. A wide variety of flat types is available (standard patio
apartments, maisonettes). They all boast water views, although not all have access to
private open spaces. Some are work/live units. Flats are accessed partly via central corridors and partly via spatially interesting, façade-mounted, two-level access zones. The
building accommodates a restaurant and a café. Flexibility of use is partly safeguarded
by the ground-floor design.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Some flats dispose of private open spaces (patios or balconies). Except for a panoramic
terrace, the complex lacks open spaces. No areas were specially designated for young
people. Car parking is available in the pier’s underground garage.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The varied access designs for the individual storeys create a sense of neighbourship for
groups of four to twelve flats. The 7th upper storey features a two-level communal space
with library. Residents also have access to a small marina. Communication is fostered
by the communal facilities, two-level access zones and panoramic viewing platform.
Quality of urban space
The landmark function of the building, the commercial use of its ground-floor zones and
the publicly accessible viewing platform on the roof create a certain degree of urbanistic
quality.
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Silodam (Amsterdam, Westerdoksdijk)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.23
0.62

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.34
55

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

20
MG, LG
10
7.8

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

26,500
97
3
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

2.15
4.27

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

18,100
157
60-220
115
253
128
-

rented/owner-occupied
-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

1,300
0
100
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
0
Aboveground parking, sq m
0
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
low
Number of slots
105
Type of parking
TG
(inserted into pier – costly project, few open-air slots)

Year of completion
Planner
Developer

2003
MVRDV
Rabo Vastgoed
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OBLONG HIGH-RISES

Description:
Oblong high-rises
organised as standalones or chlusterst
More than 20 storeys

Plot coverage

30-60 %

Distanjce b. buildings

16-30 m

Wing depth

12-28 m

Number of storeys

20-35

Floorspace density

pp to 8,0

Flats/hectares

bis 620

Freestanding high-rises organised as point blocks or slabs, either
as standalone buildings or clusters, with high building depth. In
Vienna, these are admissible solely in locations defined as suitable for high-rises. Most flats face only one direction; corner flats
face in two directions. Costly building typology.
Use of public spaces is problematic in case of exclusively residential use. Public spaces are unattractive for leisure or communication (shading, wind).
Subjective perception of building density is strongly dependent
on the surrounding urban space.
Access type:
Preferred orientation:
Ground-floor level suitable
for non-residential use:
Suitability for flat variety:
Suitability for priv. open
spaces:
Privacy (invisible f. outside)):

landing access, internal corridors
preferably east-west
yes
yes

Lot size:
Lot width:
Lot depth:

0.6-1.0 hectares
variable
variable

Public open spaces:
Open space quality:

small given the high density
permits views from outside

Parking spaces:

underground garage(s)

yes
good
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Wienerberg City (1100 Wien, Carl-Appel-Strasse 5-11)

In brief
The four residential high-rises on Wienerberg Hill stack 20 to 27 storeys above rectangular layouts and offer various facilities for residents in the base and roof zones. The
volumes are shifted vis-à-vis each other to ensure that daylight incidence will correspond to the Vienna Building Code.
Situation within the city
This settlement type is part of a larger residential development within the context of
Wienerberg City on Wienerberg Hill, approx. 250 m from Vienna’s main southern arterial
road and 5 km from the city centre. A public street passes by the complex to the north
and acts as access road. Distances to the nearest bus stop are 150 m; and to the Vienna Underground, 1.5 km. Neighbouring developments harbour an elementary school
and kindergarten, shops, wellness services, etc.; the nearest supermarket is 300 m
away.
Location assets
The project is located at a distance of 400 m from the Wienerberg recreational area (nature preserve, small lake, sports facilities).
Prerequisites of success
The residential high-rises are the product of a competition procedure and were built in
co-operation with several developers and architects on the basis of an urban master
plan. In Vienna, high-rises are approved for residential purposes only if suitable groundfloor facilities and open-space design qualities are created as well.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Depending on their position in the building, flats face one or two sides, with all compass
directions as a possibility. Ground-floor flats (partly appointed with small private gardens) seem to entail some restrictions of use due to the very public character of the
surrounding open spaces. The slight rotation of the volumes improves vistas for many
flats. There is little flexibility of use, since the buildings were designed for residential
purposes.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The residential high-rises boast several “storey gardens” in the form of terraces. Due to
shading and wind current effects, the open spaces between the high-rises can be used
only to a limited extent: while they may serve as meeting-places for young people, they
are hardly pleasant to spend time in. Open spaces of an adequate size can be found
only at some distance.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
Due to the high number of flats per building, neighbourship is unlikely to evolve. Communal facilities are housed in the base and roof zones of the buildings. There is also a
rooftop swimming-pool.
Quality of urban space
Little urban quality despite high densification. The areas between the high-rises are part
of an extensive car-free zone but offer little incentive to stay or linger in.
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Wienerberg City (1100 Wien, Carl-Appel-Strasse 5-11)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

1.49
1.05

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.31
30

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

16.2-18
central staircase
medium
19-35
27

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

83,700
100
0
0

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

5.62
7.98

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Developers

-

rented/owner-occupied
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

Year of completion
Planners

60,000
650
61-135
92
620
436

7,400
100
0
0
0
0
0
low
650
TG

2004
COOP Himmelblau
Delugan-Meissl, Wimmer
SEG, Mischek, Wien Süd
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Tatracity, Černyševského (Bratislava, Černyševského ul.)

In brief
TatraCity consists of different yet contiguous buildings: a six-storey residential volume
serving as the base of two equally residential towers of 13 storeys each, an administrative building with 18 storeys and a 20-storey office structure. The development is an
urban landmark on the right Danube bank of Bratislava.
Situation within the city
TatraCity is situated to the south of Bratislava in the quarter Petržalka, at only 300 m
from the city centre. The development is, however, cut off from the larger city centre by
a train line adjoining to the north and a motorway running east/west. A public bus line
(100 m away) and a pedestrian bridge connect TatraCity efficiently to the city centre.
Within a radius of 500 m, residents find grocery stores, a kindergarten, schools, shops,
healthcare and cultural facilities.
Location assets
Vicinity to Aupark shopping mall and 42-hectare Sad Janka Kráľa Park. Panoramic view
of city and castle.
Prerequisites of success
The narrow lot along a train line adjoining to the north called for a design that would
make optimum use of the limited space. The problems caused by heavy traffic with its
concomitant noise and pollution were to be balanced by intelligent architecture.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
The 96 flats of the complex mainly face north/south and offer two to four rooms (75-135
sq m). In addition to housing, TatraCity accommodates other functions: a high-rise with
a branch bank, a small shopping arcade (cosmetics, fine wines, florist, restaurant), an
underground garage and communal rooms for tenants.
Availability and quality of open spaces
The few open and green spaces serve above all as clearance between buildings. Cars
are parked in the underground garage, while car access is provided by adjoining
Černyševského Street to the south. Communal spaces are limited to a greened, northfacing terrace resting atop the base zone. Loggias are available in the residential highrises.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The social infrastructure and service provision level is above average. A sense of neighbourship will develop only to a limited extent due to the size of the estate and the resulting anonymous atmosphere, especially in conjunction with the many public
institutions housed in the project.
Quality of urban space
Despite high density and heavily trafficked environs, the appeal of TatraCity is extremely urban. The negative impact of the adjacent traffic (train, motorway) is not minimised by the linear architectural concept. The pedestrian bridge across the train line
and motorway is the only asset that allows TatraCity to benefit from its location close to
the city centre.
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Tatracity, Černyševského (Bratislava, Černyševského ul.)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.86
0.76

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.44
57

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

combined
wide
15-20
-

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

38,600
61
0
39

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

5.08
5.08

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface
Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

23,611
96
75-135
126
112

owner-occupied/rented
0

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %

3,759
0
100
0
0

Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
71
Number of slots TG
271
Type of parking
TG + open-air slots
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
medium

Year of completion
2009
Planners
Arch. kancelária L.Závodný
Developer
TC Byty Developer: Tatra Residence,
(Tatra banka Group)
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888 Beach Avenue (Vancouver, Canada)

In brief
This perimeter development is composed of three-storey townhouses and three mixeduse, eight-, 18- and 31-storey residential high-rises. The development combines extreme density and the advantages of living in a high-rise (views) with an attractive
streetscape generated by low-rise perimeter buildings. Despite upscale flat pricing, demand is high.
Situation within the city
888 Beach Avenue is situated in a neighbourhood converted into a condensed residential zone at about 2 km from downtown Vancouver. Bus stops are located directly in
front of the complex, which also boasts a good range of shops for basic and extended
supply in the vicinity.
Location assets
The project is located near an ocean inlet; there is no transit traffic, and local streets are
accordingly designed. Residents benefit from the views and adjoining park and seaside
promenade.
Prerequisites of success
The entire quarter was constructed on the basis of an urban master plan. This building
type calls for very accurate positioning of the built volumes to minimise negative effects
such as shading or obstructed views. Moreover, the effect of the large volumes must be
attenuated by suitable design. To safeguard high housing quality, this estate type requires public open spaces.
Quality and flexibility of use of individual structures
Most flats boast good views, ample light and balconies. The small floor size per storey
impacts area efficiency negatively and triggers high internal access costs. While the
perimeter development results in a terraced-house appeal, most units do not feature
private gardens. Shops may be set up along the street-side fronts.
Availability and quality of open spaces
Compared to the number of dwellings, the open spaces available to residents are very
limited. An internal garden zone designated for residents serves mainly decorative purposes and is used for organised community events.
Neighbourship, communal facilities
The base zone (podium) of the complex houses various communal facilities (e.g. swimming-pool, gym …). There are no areas specifically designated for young people. Due to
densification and the space available in the base zone, communal facilities are possible.
While there are no areas specifically designed for shared activities or communication,
the project boasts a public, car-free streetscape with potential for temporary communal
utilisation.
Quality of urban space
The block blends well with the traditional streetscape. Passers-by on the street mainly
perceive the perimeter development; thus, despite the substantial space occupied by
the high-rises, the visual appeal is notably suburban. The high-quality streetscape design and the numerous flat entrances and shops create a street zone that is also attractive for pedestrians.
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888 Beach Avenue (Vancouver, Canada)

Reference surface, hectares
Net plot surface, hectares

0.87
0.56

Built-up surface, hectares
Lot coverage ratio, %

0.34
61

Wing depth, m
Access type
Façade distance
Number of storeys
Mean number of storeys

12-28
various
medium
3-31
12.3

Gross floorspace, sq m
Of which housing, %
Of which work, %
Of which services, %

41,900
-

Floor area ratio, gross
Floor area ratio, net

4.82
7.48

Total useful living area, sq m
Number of dwellings
Flat sizes, sq m
Average flat size
Flats/hectare of plot surface
Flats/hectare of reference surface

33,250
300
111
536
345

Flats with open space
Of which with private garden, %
Of which with balcony, loggia, %
Of which with terrace, %

-

Housing tenure
Non residential use, sq m

-

Total open spaces, sq m
Of which public, %
Of which semi-public, %
Of which private, %
Of which children’s playgrounds, %
Circulation areas, sq m
Aboveground parking, sq m
Service infrastructure costs/dwelling
Number of slots
Type of parking

Year of completion
Planners
Developers

2,250
0
0
80
20
0
0
low
TG

1993
James Cheng Architects
Parksonia Enterprises
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Abbreviations
BGF

(Bruttogeschossfläche)

Gross floorspace

D

(Dachgeschoss)

Top storey

DH

(Doppelhaus)

Duplex

GFD

(Geschossflächendichte)

Floor area ratio

HG

(Hochgarage)

Multi-storey car park

LG

(Laubengang)

Covered walkway, arcade

MG

(Mittelgang)

Central access corridor

RH

(Reihenhaus)

Row house, attached house

SP

(Spänner)

Landing access

Stgh

(Stiegenhaus)

Staircase

T

(Terrassengeschoss)

Terrace storey

TG

(Tiefgarage)

Underground garage

Whg

(Wohnungen)

Flats, apartments
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